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Dear Territory Economic Reconstruction Commission, 

 

Re: Submission in response to NT Rebound 

Please accept this as an attachment to our submission dated 24th July 2020. 
 
We call on the Territory Economic Reconstruction Commission to support investment in jobs that do not 
put further strain on our environment, our water and our communities.  On this basis, we assert that the 
Reconstruction Commission should reject any calls for Territory taxpayer money to be used to fund a 
cotton gin in Katherine.  
 
Investing tax payers money into a cotton gin would jeopardise jobs in local industries such as recreational 
fishing and tours, commercial fishing (ie the northern prawn trawl) and tourism, industries that are here for 
the long haul and that rely on healthy river flows. At stake is water supply for Aboriginal Territorians in 
places like Ngukurr where the drinking water supply is rated as being at ‘very high risk’. These water flows 
also support subsistence fishing and bush foods that sustains communities. 
  
Due to the huge volumes of water taken by the industry, it has been widely implicated in being a key factor 
in massive fish kills and the Darling River ceasing to flow in recent years, with huge costs for residents and 
the environment in that region. The industry has been notably aggressive in its pursuit of water allocations 
to aggregate water for the industry. Following the Four Corners investigative program ‘Pumped’ in 2017, 
the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption has been investigating water theft and related 
corruption of public officials. Territorians do not have to look back very far to see local instances of 
inappropriate water dealing and sudden changes to water allocations to satisfy political connections and 
industry demands. 
  
To support their plans in the Northern Territory the cotton industry recently released a consultant’s 
document proposing that over 140,000 hectares of the Territory could be put into cotton to support an 
initial cotton processing plant. This could result in 10,000s of hectares of bushland bulldozed and much 
more demand for water extraction from already stretched water supplies. The industry has been lobbying 
for $10 million in public funding from the Northern Territory Government for such a plant. We have been 
especially concerned that the cotton industry has been posting advertising material desperately trying to 
rebrand cotton and its thirsty legacy. This is despite the constant need to engineer new varieties to fend off 
resistance, and the large volumes of chemicals still used to kill the crop prior to harvest. Further difficulties 
arise in monitoring and enforcing water allocation plans when the cotton industry is promoting its primary 
method of capturing and storing irrigation water is through “overland flow” and “off stream storage”. 
Excessive removal of water from river systems either by groundwater and surface water extraction or by 
capturing overland flow all result in a degraded river system putting jobs that rely on its health at risk. 
  
We reiterate that it is imperative that when considering a recovery that works for Territorians the 
Commission should also support existing jobs and opportunities to build resilience in our natural 
ecosystems on which we all rely. Public funding for a cotton gin that threatens our healthy rivers does not 
meet this criteria and should therefore be rejected. 
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